Abstract-Ontology information extraction has gain popularity due to the increasing amount of ontologies developed over the years. World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has introduced SPARQL query language to extract information. However SPARQL query language follow a specific pattern in order to find the triple through subgraph matching. The keywords used in the SPARQL query have to be exactly same as the existing keywords in the RDF data inorder to extract the required information.
INTRODUCTION
The process of information extraction has become more difficult over the years as more information are accumulated over the Internet. The information returned may not be the desired information when the search queries become more complex. Traditional search technique using keyword matching may not return the desired result when users entered complex queries.
In order to overcome this problem, Tim Berner-Lee invented Semantic Web to provide a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused among users and information systems [1] . As a result, Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language (OWL) has been developed as the standard format to be used for data sharing and integration. Both RDF and OWL provide a schema on how to store web data in triple format as ontology. With the invention of ontology, information is now stored in the form of semantic data instead of raw data as in the traditional database. Thus, the application of ontology into any information system will suppress the need to perform knowledge analysis process on the search result [2] .
Information extraction from the ontology has become an area of interest in the recent years. Researchers have proposed to incorporate either gazetteer list, linguistic rules represented by the regular expression, a web-based search and analysing of HTML/XML tag, into information extraction techniques to extract information such as classes, instances, properties, property value and et cetera. In addition, the Semantic Web provides a standard RDF query languages known as Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) to extract knowledge from the ontology. Among all these techniques, SPARQL is most widely used by researchers and developers.
Similar to SQL, developers are required to follow a specific syntax and semantic of the SPARQL query language, in order to extract knowledge from an ontology. SPARQL query statement is more or less similar to SQL select statement. However, the generated query can be complicated depending on the design of the ontology. Although the process of Ontology construction is the same for all kind of domain, yet each Ontology developed is vary from one another due to the knowledge engineers understanding and the words they used to define the properties and classes. Since each Ontology has its own structure, hence developers are required to have an in-depth understanding of the ontology structure design before an effective SPARQL query can be produced. SPARQL queries used to extract knowledge from an Ontology are varied from each other depending on the design of the ontology. The ontology will become very complex, when developers are required to add more specific domain knowledge into the existing Ontology, they will add the new knowledge by generating triples and adding constraints on different classes and properties in the existing Ontology [3] .
With the added knowledge, the generated queries will also become more complicated in order to retrieve the required knowledge. In a situation where ontology comes with a proper documentation stating the standard naming convention used and ontology design structure, it will ease the work of producing a query to retrieve knowledge from an ontology. However, none of the available ontology provides a proper documentation to support such purpose. Autocomplete query generator can be used help with SPARQL query writing through some suggestion. The tool will ease the job of users during query writing. They do not have to remember the exact SPARQL syntax and structure. With the help of autocomplete query generator, users do not have to memorise the SPARQL syntax and structure. Nevertheless, they still need to have the SPARQL knowledge and ontology structure design in order to extract the required information from an ontology.
As such, the aim of this paper to propose a method of generating SPARQL query without the need to have an indepth understanding of both SPARQL syntax and ontology structure design by refining the user input query with a list of predicates and synonym.
II. ONTOLOGY
Ontology is an explicit, formal specification of shared conceptualization of a domain of interest [4] . It is used to store knowledge of a particular domain or subject matter by identifying concepts (vocabulary) to describe a particular domain. Identified concepts can appear in the term of objects, concepts, entities and the relationships between them. Ontology can be divided into three categories; Natural Language Ontology (NLO), Ontology Instance (OI) and Domain Ontology (DO) [5] . Over the years, most developers and researchers have implemented domain ontologies for various fields such as geographical, medical, biology, science, et cetera.
W3C has introduced several languages to support the implementation of the ontology such as RDF and OWL. Both RDF and OWL have been widely used in the construction of ontology. RDF is the basic model used to interchange data on the web, which extends the linking structure of the Web by using uniform resource identifier (URI) to name the relationship between entities. Whereas OWL is a Semantic Web language used to represent rich and complex knowledge about the entities and relationships between them. These web resources are captured in the form of triple and stored as RDF triple. Each triple is composed of three components; subject (object), predicate (object property) and object (property value).
Any one of these components can appear in the form of Internationalized Resources Identifier (IRI) whereas only object can hold a literal value. The Semantic Web language provides a schema with a specific XML syntax to aid in a triple generation. Hence, the generated triples will be in XML format based on the schema provided. For example, a statement "Jack has a friend named Jill. Both of them graduated from ABC High School" is represented as RDF triple in fig. 1 . Based on the knowledge given for entity "Jack", three triples identified are as follow.
• An entity identified as Jack with its own URI.
(Jack_resource -name -"jack" ) • Jack has a friend called Jill.
(jack -hasfriend -Jill_resource) • Jack graduated from ABC High School.
(Jack -graduate -ABCHighSchool_resource)
According to the W3C [6] , RDF is one of the techniques used to model information in a directed, labelled graph form to be used for web data interchange. RDF triples in the triple store can be linked together to form a triple graph. fig. 3 shows the RDF graph for the statement from the previous example. There are three objects identified from the facts that are Jack, Jill, ABC High School. Each object has its own URI; Jack: http://hostdomain.edu/jack, Jill: http://hostdomain.edu/jill and ABC High School: http://hostdomain.edu/ABCHighSchool.
Knowledge stored in the RDF triple can be extracted using a query language. W3C provides a graph-based query language known as SPARQL, which has the ability to match subgraph in a RDF data graph. Ontology construction tools such as Topbraid, Jena, Protégé, Neon Toolkits, AllegroGraph and WebOnto are equiped with its own query engine that supports SPARQL query language. Thus, these tools can be used to extract information from the triple store.
III. SPARQL
SPARQL is a standard graph-based Query Language provided by the W3C to extract triple / knowledge from the RDF triple store. SPARQL query uses "select", "construct", "where", "group by" and "order by" keywords, which is also used in SQL query language. The SPARQL query pattern in Figure. 2 is similar to SQL query structure. The SELECT clause identifies the variables to appear in the query results, whereas the WHERE clause provides a triple pattern for RDF graph matching. The query engine will execute the SPARQL query to match against the RDF subgraph. <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfsyntax-ns#" xmlns:example="http://hostdomain.edu/example-schema#"> <rdf:Description rdf:about = "http://hostdomain.edu/jack" example:name="Jack" /> <example:hasfriend rdf:resource="http://hostdomain.edu/jill" /> <example:graduate rdf:resource="http://hostdomain.edu/ABCHighSchool" /> </rdf:Description> </rdf:RDF> In order to construct the SPARQL query, a user must understand the structure of the ontology to ensure the correctness of the search results. Since the engine uses a pattern-matching technique to find the triple from RDF data graph, a user has to use the keywords (entity / relation), which have already been used in the RDF store. By using the same example from Figure. 3, a user needs to include a namespace prefix binding for the ontology's IRI and construct a SPARQL query in order to extract any kind of information from RDF graph. Following are the prefix and SPARQL query used to find out who is Jack's friend. PREFIX :<http:// hostdomain.edu/example#> SELECT ?who WHERE { :jack :hasfriend ?who } SPARQL query engine will return a single variable "?who" in a table form as shown in Table 1 . Variable "?who" represents the object component from a triple structure with Jack as the subject and hasfriend as the predicate. Therefore, a user will not be able to find specific information in the situation where the required keyword for the predicate is unidentified. Basic pattern in fig. 2 , can be used to extract all the information stored in the RDF data graph, which is not feasible since there are massive data reside in the RDF store.
In order to extract specific information such as constraint data from a complex ontology structure, a user is required to use more complex SPARQL query pattern, which is made up of a group of interrelated triples. For example, SELECT ?who WHERE { :jack :hasfriend ?who ?who :graduatefrom ?school MINUS {?school :hasname "ABC High School" } } The expression "minus" is similar to "not exist". It is a negation operator that is used to filter out the solutions that are related to other patterns. The query example will retrieve Jack' friends who graduate from schools. The negation operator will further filter out the friends, who are graduated from "ABC High School".
SELECT ?subject ?predicate ?object WHERE { ?subject ?predicate ?object . } 
IV. RELATED WORKS
Many researches have been carried out in the area of information extraction due to the growth in ontology construction. Linguistic rules represented by regular expressions technique is one of the earliest techniques proposed for information extraction from an ontology. It has been successfully applied in FASTUS information extraction system [7] , OntoX [8] , and Textpresso [9] . The technique specifies a set of rules in regular expressions to extract certain types of information. It uses Part-of-Speech tagger and Noun Phrase Chunker tools to construct the rules. The General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) platform supports and provides the users with the necessary tools to use this technique.
A technique that is using gazetteer lists is one of the most widely used techniques to perform named entity recognition. This technique relies on finite-state automata to recognise individual keywords and phrase instead of pattern. A user needs to identify the exact entity to be recognised and store it in a list (gazetteer list). Many named entity recognition tools have been developed based on this technique [10] [11] [12] GATE platform also provide the feature of extraction information using this technique.
SOBA system implements an information extraction technique by analyzing the HTML / XML tags [13] . This technique is useful for a system that received HTML or XML pages as the input query instead of keywords. The system will extract the tags of the inputted documents and match the tags with the knowledge base. Web-based search is the latest technique that is targeted for using the web as a big corpus. The technique, such as applied by C-PANKOW [14] and Kylin [15] , uses query on search engine to extract information.
SPARQL query language was first introduced by W3C in 2004 as the language for RDF. Many information systems have started to use SPARQL query language to perform retrieval instead of the old methods such as linguistic rules represented by regular expressions. Some of the application of SPARQL query language can be observed in [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In addition, some systems have incorporated additional techniques with the existing SPARQL query language to increase the accuracy of the information retrieved. It can be observed in [20] , where they federated SPARQL queries by providing transparent query access to multiple SPARQL services. In [21] , a tool to generate the RDF triple according to the rules is created by using the wrapper induction technique.
Further enrichment of the SPARQL query has done by providing using N-GRAM or URIrefs to find the relevant documents [22] or using the inference engine to discover possible queries and enriched the user keywords. It can be seen in [23] using Description logic reasoned and in [24] using annotated ontology properties.
Application of autocompletion algorithm in writing SPARQL query has eased the job of user to remember SPARQL query syntax [25] .
To ease the work of the user, [26] has implemented a SPARQL query generator, which generate SPARQL query from natural language query. The generator matches the query words with the synonym-enhanced triples stored in lexicon to generate SPARQL queries. [27] enhance the user experience by using annotations obtained from SPARQL endpoint to present a list class. User will be able to select relevance class graph presented to them when they specify the input and output classes.
Among the existing information extraction technique, it appears that most of the current information system use SPARQL along with additional techniques such as N-grams and inference engine to extract the required information.
V. SPARQL QUERY GENERATOR
While SPARQL query language is widely used in ontology information retrieval, it has limitation whereby the user needs to have an in-depth understanding of the ontology structure and SPARQL syntax in order to retrieve information from the ontology. This research proposes a SPARQL query generator to refine the user input query to generate SPARQL query for information extraction process.
The generator consist of three components; ObjProplist, Wordnet and query refinement module. ObjProlist is used to store all the predicates (object properties) retrieved from the ontology. When a query is entered into the generator, query refinement module will determine whether it is a keyword or a query phrase. If a keyword is entered, the generator starts by passing the keyword into a KeywordToSparql function. The function has the ability to generate three type of SPARQL statements. The keyword will act as either the subject, literal or object property. Fig.  4 shows the algorithm used to generate a SPARQL query with a keyword.
KeywordToSparql
Initalize type = 0 and result = nil Dowhile result equal nil and type < 3 If type equal 1 then Subject = Keyword Else if type equal 2 then Literal = keyword Else Object property = keyword Endif GQ  sparql_generator (subject, object property, literal)
Result  SPARQL_Client (GQ) Increase type by 1 End loop The process will start with replacing the subject with a keyword to generate SELECT ?keyword WHERE{ ?keyword rdf:type :Class }. In the situation, where no result is returned from the sparql engine, the another sparql query will be generated to replace the literal with a keyword to generate SELECT ?subject WHERE{ ?subject ?predicate keyword}. The process will repeat with the object property to generate SPARQL query SELECT ?subject WHERE{ ?subject keyword ?object}, if not result is returned again. If the input is in the form of a phrase, the phrase will be preprocessed with standard natural language processing technique, like tokenization, morphological and syntactical analysis to detect negation, subject, literal and predicate. Identified predicate will be matched against the ObjProplist to lookup for the predicate used in the ontology.
The ObjProplist is a list of existing object property from the ontology. The list is the result of SPARQL query SELECT ?predicate WHERE{ ?subject ?predicate ?object}. If the query matches any of the predicates in the list, it will be passed to the SPARQL client to find the required information. If it is not on the list, a list of synonyms and hypernyms for the predicate will be generated to lookup on the ObjProplist.
Operator "minus" will be used to filter the solutions if negation is detected in the phrase. Other annotated tokens from the preprocessing process will be pass to the WordNet database repository enriched identified resources with its' synonyms. Identified synonyms will be pass into a permutate_SPARQL_formulation function to generate a list of permutation SPARQL queries. Permutation of synonyms tokens will create a large amount of SPARQL queries. These queries will be sorted based on relevancy score of each query. These queries will be passed to the SPARQL client for knowledge extraction. The process starts with passing the highest scored query and then followed by lower scores. Fig. 5 shows algorithm used to generate SPARQL from query phrase.
PhraseToSparql
Initalize type = 0 and result = nil The most crucial part of the query is the predicate component, where different ontologies will have a different style of predicate wording. For example, some ontologies may use hasColor, useColor, haveColor, or colour to represent the same predicate. If the user enters a query "colour", no information will be extracted. This is due to the different word used for color and the predicate used could be hasColor instead of just color. Thus, the refinement module will analyse the pattern from the ObjProplist and regenerate these patterns with the results from WordNet search. Newly generated predicate will be used to generate the SPARQL query and will be passed to the SPARQL client module. Figure 6 shows overall process of the SPARQL query generator. The wine.rdf consists of 74 classes and 12 object properties. Both methods able to identify these classes and object properties. To generate a SPARQL query to user need to list out all object properties, which can be used as a predicate.
To find out where is the wine come from, locatedIn object property will be used as the predicate. For example, execute "select ?loc where {Port :locatedIn ?loc}" in a protégé will return PortugalRegion as ?loc. Protégé or Jena will not able to interpret a single keyword or a phrase. Protégé only capable of retrieving triple by executing SPARQL query, whereas jena able to retrieve keyword with the help of predefined method such as getpredicate() and getsubject(). The proposed method has the capability to interpret query phrase. Phrase "Where is Port come from?" and "Port's origin" will return the same result. The proposed method will return 43 results when winery keyword is entered, whereas protégé will not produce any result since protégé is not capable of retrieving triple with a keyword.
To search the winery through jena engine, winery keyword need to be verified againsts the instanceof a result from getSubject() method. The result "strong" is returned, when the query entered to search for the flavour of CorbansSauvignonBlanc wine and the same goes to other queries entered. However, when the search query "select ?o where {: CorbansSauvignonBlanc :hasflavour ?o}" is entered directly into the SPARQL client, no result is returned. Although object property "has flavor" exists in the RDF data, yet the query did return any result due to the British English word of "flavour" and lower case "f" ae being used in query whereas upper case "F" and American English word "flavor" are being used in the RDF data. SPARQL query generator will generate a list of possible object properties through synonym and upperlower case generators. Both queries phrase "what is CorbansSauvignonBlanc flavor" and keywords "CorbansSauvignonBlanc flavor" return "strong" when it is entered into the SPARQL query generator.
The preliminary experiment has shown that by inputting the SPARQL query into the system, a user has to be familiar with the ontology structure in order to retrieve the required information., whereas the query entered into the SPARQL query generator will not have any issue with retrieving the required information as long as the information existing in the RDF data.
VII. CONCLUSION
Both SPARQL query generator and SPARQL query language can be used to extract required information from an ontology. However, SPARQL query generator will be a better choice if the user does not know the design of the ontology structure as it clearly helps the user to generate the required SPARQL query. With the SPARQL query generator, a user will have a better chance of extracting the required information. The generator is suitable for novice users, who do not have to know the SPARQL or XML syntax in order to write the search query. Hence, the proposed generator has eased the work of the users during searching process.
